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About This Content

The Unlock Offline pack does exactly what it says on the tin, by giving you the opportunity to unlock hours of gameplay with
the Offline portion of the game, which includes:
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A full Career mode, with 3 game types; Snooker, 8 Ball and 9 Ball. You can customise your rules, amend your
AI difficulty levels and more.

Endurance, a fast paced race against the clock mode, where balls rain from above times up once 24 balls are on the table.

Artistic pool Trickshot sandbox where you can raise, lower and rotate a variety of objects to create epic trickshots

Versus local multiplayer, here you can play against your mates or work your way through the AI

Trickshot Daily Challenges

Up to 11 different game types

[/b]

*Download this game play it without making in-game purchases. Optional in-game purchases are available that may enhance
your gameplay experience but are not necessary to complete the game, DLC has been created to save time in downloading all

unlockable assets in game for those who wish to do so.
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first mission...

My eyes...

If you try to look at the block and it look like 3D but it trick your eyes while you walking around

the control is flocking. they don't move same speed as your reaction. lame

thanks for free cards!. Bought it, played it, 100%ed it.

Joseph Gribbin's first Steam release is worth your money and time.

(Don't take my played time as relevant, accidentally kept the game running for hours on several ocassions.). Very cute game!
Short, endearing, and left me with a good impression and warm memories unlike many free platformers.

There are a few glitches here and there, most noticeably a glitch where the game doesn't properly register some of the
collectable golden drops. I think two of the golden drops in the penultimate level are the culprit. Replaying that level twice to
pick up the functional golden drop again (the one in the chimney, as far as I could tell) got me the Treasure Hunter achievement
and the last skin!

There is also a small glitch where, if the player moves a bit too much at the beginning of that same level when first gaining
control, the water drop will get stuck under the level, forcing one to exit the level or wait for the drop to pop. Easily worked
around, but I was very confused the first time it happened!

Those few words of caution aside, this game is adorable and was definitely worth the time.. OS: Ready
Graphics Card: Ready
Processor: Ready
I am so happy now ,year!
HTC:Hey!This product is priced at 7000 yuan!!
Wallet: Not Ready
.....
. I love the concept of this game but the controls and in game menus are horrible, makes it frustrating to play. However, I have
decided not to request a refund with the hopes that the devs will do a rehaul on these mechanics. Has the potential to be a good
game, but as of now I would not recommend buying it.. It's not quite as deep as I had hoped it would be when I voted for
Greenlight, but it's definitely a fun cheap play that will keep you entertained for a day or two.

Pros:
-Amusing for a casual game
-Cheap
-Fun topic

Cons:
-Poor instructions
-Once you learn the optimal way to win, zero incentive to play any other way... little replay value. The lack of voiceover I didn't
think would bother me; but it does seem really weird.

The HO scenes themselves are Ok, but there are great many objects where you need to 'do something else first.' That's fine, and
often makes it more interesting. Here, though, the vast majority seem to be 'click on stuff until something opens or changes in
some way.' Since you have absolutely no idea what is interactive, it comes down to random clicking on things. Nothing to do
with observation or logic at all.

There are numerous slight errors or outright bugs which gradually add up to irritate. A crowbar is a 'wrecking bar' (maybe that's
common usage? I'd never heard the term before). A 'clock' in a HO scene turns out to be a pocket watch. At one point I tried to
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use a bird I'd collected on a balcony. I was told 'That should be enough oil.' You are told to exploit the fact that an enemy is
made of wood, but rather than use the pheonix you have with you, you have to go through a convoluted sequence to set termites
on it. There have been loads of these little gripes already, and I've only visited about 1\/5 of the scenes.

Oh, and the music? Not only repetative (hardly something new for a cheap HO game) but every so often there is a chime which
sounds exactly a doorbell. I actually got up to answer the door twice before I decided to turn the music off.

So; it's a more-or-less passable HO with incredible attention to lack of detail. (I put it that way deliberately.)

I got it in a sale, and for a few pounds, it will probably be worth it if I can put up with the errors. If.

Edit: I couldn't. I got only a few scenes from the end, and suddenly nothing showed up on the map as 'to do'. Using a hint just
brought up the map. Totally broken. I certainly won't be trying again. Total waste of 4 hours, all told. (Which I suppose is why I
got it, but it was at least supposed to be a mostly enjoyable 4 hours.). This game is nowhere near $13. I got it for $1 when it was
on a discount. Theres like 5 or 7 maybe 10 levels and they are very short, and cliche. Its the typical you dont know who you are
and you gotta hack things to find out who you are, as if its some sort of Hitman game except your memory is destroyed
(Somewhat). Its super easy to kill guards. The reinforcements barely do anything if you hide next to a corner and wait for them
to turn that corner then kill them instantly, and the other guards dont even get startled when they die after like the first kill. I
only recommend this game if its on a 90% discount or higher. (It recently was so it most likely wont happen for some time) The
graphics seem relatively smooth and it has a somewhat decent atmosphere, but there seems like no point in sneaking.
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The puzzle mechanic here is so simple and requires more luck than skill. There are so many better puzzlers out there.. Best 50$
dollars I've spent on software all year!. I loved the original. I have many fond memories of it. I loved the soundtrack of the
original. This game isn't even worth the effort of shovelling it on my lawn and I'm fairly certain if I did it would kill it. This
game isn't necissarily bad if you've never played "Flashback: The Quest for Identity" but if you're seeking the nostalgia of your
childhood, this game will\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665you off very quickly.

The only thing this game has in common with the original is that the levels are very slightly similar and the main character's
name is Conrad. The end. The game felt very "dumbed down". There are popups on the hud EVERYWHERE that say, "Go
here. You can climb this. Talk to him. There's only one path you can take but we're going to tell you to take it anyway!" Luckily,
those can be turned off. I decided to play the game on medium and found out immediately that the difficulty settings were made
for console\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 There's a health bar, light falling damage, enemies attempt to tickle
you to death, and healing stations are closer together than Starbucks. They also tried to add an RPG aspect by allowing you to
gain experience, level up, and spend points in different skills. In a few ways this is good but mostly makes me ask, "Why the
hell would anyone add RPG aspects to a Prince of Persia like?"

The controls feel similar to the original but they added an extra jump button and an arc style aiming system. The controls were
definitely made for dual thumbstick controllers and then (horribly) modified for pc. Aiming is done by moving the mouse up
and down to adjust angle and then moving the mouse left and right to switch sides. This gets annoying when you're trying to
adjust your angle and accidently move your mouse too far to one side, causing Conrad to turn around and take it in the butt. If
you have a controller to use with the game then it might not be that bad but mouse and keyboard controls get frustrating.

Bug time! This game contains bugs. There were a few times while aiming that the mouse would become locked in one place and
I had to right click furiously to get control back. There are also times when grabing onto a platform would cause Conrad to get
stuck and stand in mid air next to the platform. I only encountered this a few times and it did not deter me from the game but
then again it never happened during a part where it actually mattered.

Playing this game does bring back warm nostalgic memories in the sense that I want to go dig out my old SNES and play the
original game. Overall I feel like someone who played through the original once when it released is attempting to remake the
game on age old memories. The only consolation I have is that I purchased this game during a Steam sale and didnt pay full
price.. So far, i love it.
And i will keep lovin\u00b4 this game.
The gameplay is at the least what i call original.
The commands are a bit awkward, since you do not get a tutorial.
So there is a lot of trial and error around the corner.
But if you invest time into this little treasure, you will get a lot in return.
I only played survival mode so far.
And this was not what i call a walk in the park.
Survival is a tower defense mode.
You have the choice out of three character, builder, mage, knight.
Defend your crystal by walking around and get the horde of enemies out of your garden.
Succes not guaranteed.
Support this dev. He is talented...
With a tutorial, this game could do more than just one nomination.
I played using an xbox controller. Well, that was unexpectedly disturbing.. I'll start by admitting at first that I was not overly
impressed with the game and I shall explain why.

First thing I noticed was the NPC's dialogue were static cut-scenes based on hand drawn images with voiceovers and completely
avoid of any animation. The next thing I noticed were the voiceover's were clearly the same person throughout with no change
of pitch or any attempt to sound different from one NPC to the next. Also the game was completely devoid of any animation
whatsoever through all the locations[except for some within the HOG scene itself]. (Though to be honest, these are minor gripes
on my perspective and is a does not affect the gameplay whatsoever.)

Then I found some issues that could effect gameplay unless you utilised the "Hint System" (Which I usually avoid). Some of the
object's required to progress either within a HOG scene or not were displaced towards the bottom of the viewable area and
almost completely obscured below the games UI and without precise hovering almost onto the UI did you realise there was an
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selectable item. Finally was the constant issue with attempting to leave a scene with the selectable arrow not responding and
sometimes having to resort to the MAP to get around. (These issues do effect the gameplay and could effect progression for the
(achievements/completionist) unless you are aware of such prior.)

The reason I recommend this game was marginal to be honest as I did actually enjoy the playthrough once I accepted the
aforementioned issues.

The story was "forgettable", the graphics and music were just above average and the HOG scenes were mostly combine various
objects than your usual single selectable item lists. The puzzles were easy to complete, varied and some were actually quite
interesting and extended throughout the story/plot. Expect around 3-4 hours playthrough time on average.

Based on the current price tag, including achievments and cards, I would just marginally recommend this. (Shame we did not
have a NEUTRAL opinion TBH).. Arcanoid on steroids, and it's wonderful.
Also, it has a delicious soundtrack.. Fantastic new fighter that feels like you got your old school footsies again. Easy mechanics
but enough depth it's not free like some newer fighters. Can't review it without mentioning the similarities to 3rd strike and sf4,
but I'd like to say it's what 4 should of been.
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